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ABSTRACT

Fluorescence techniques are commonly and
powerfully applied to monitor biomolecular folding.
In a limited fashion, the fluorescence emission
intensity of covalently attached pyrene has been
used as a reporter of RNA conformational changes.
Here, we pursue two goals: we examine the rela-
tionship between tether identity and fluorescence
response, and we determine the general utility of
pyrene fluorescence to monitor RNA folding. The
P4–P6 domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron
RNA was systematically modified at multiple nucleo-
tide positions with pyrene derivatives that provide a
range of tether lengths and compositions between the
RNA and chromophore. Certain tethers typically lead
to a superior fluorescence signal upon RNA folding,
as demonstrated by equilibrium titrations with Mg21.
In addition, useful fluorescence responses were
obtained with pyrene placed at several nucleotide
positions dispersed throughout P4–P6. This sug-
gests that monitoring of tertiary folding by fluores-
cence of covalently attached pyrene will be
generally applicable to structured RNA molecules.

INTRODUCTION

Applications of fluorescent probes in vitro and in vivo are
an integral part of modern biochemistry (1,2). The use of
fluorescence to study protein folding is well established
(3,4), and the naturally occurring tryptophan residue often
provides a useful chromophore (5,6). When tryptophan is
absent, it may be engineered into a protein by site-directed
mutagenesis [e.g. (7–10)]. For fluorescence studies of RNA
folding, none of the four standard nucleobases is appreciably
fluorescent, thereby demanding the introduction of an unnatu-
ral chromophore. The nonstandard nucleobase 2-aminopurine
has been used (11,12), but the magnitude of its fluorescence

change upon RNA folding is often small, and it reports opti-
mally only when substantial changes occur in its base stacking
(13). Other modified nucleobases have also been applied
(14,15). We (16–19) and others (20,21) have used covalently
attached pyrene in a limited fashion to monitor RNA confor-
mational changes. For unknown structural reasons, the pyrene
emission intensity often increases considerably—usually by
more than a factor of two—upon folding of the RNA to which
it is connected. Because this fluorescence response is orders of
magnitude larger than the experimental detection limit,
pyrene-labeled RNAs are an attractive target for RNA folding
studies. The use of a single chromophore like pyrene has
advantages over dual-chromophore (e.g. FRET) methods in
that fewer chemical modifications to the RNA are required,
and large distance changes between labeling sites are not
necessary to generate a useful signal.

We previously used a covalently attached pyrene chro-
mophore to monitor folding of the 160-nucleotide P4–P6
domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron RNA, a represen-
tative and well-studied RNA domain that adopts a character-
istic tertiary structure (22,23). The pyrene was incorporated at
a specific internal 20-amino-20-deoxynucleoside position
(U107) via an amide-linked tether, denoted A5 in Figure 1
(16–19). When pyrene-labeled P4–P6 was titrated with Mg2+,
which is generally required for RNA folding (24), the fluo-
rescence intensity increased in two distinct phases (16). Based
on several corroborating experiments, the first of these
phases—with its [Mg2+]1/2 value (Mg2+ midpoint) on the
order of 1 mM—was assigned to the global tertiary folding
process. In contrast, the second phase (>10 mM Mg2+) was
assigned to local folding changes that are independent of the
overall tertiary folding process. This second undesired phase
was more pronounced when an even shorter tether was used
(A3 in Figure 1), suggesting that the fluorescence response
could be optimized by more comprehensive examination of
the tether length and composition.

Considering the practical importance of fluorescence for
studying biomolecular folding of all kinds, surprisingly few
experiments have focused on the detailed relationship between
the fluorescence signal and tether identity for either proteins or
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RNA. In our earlier report on P4–P6 folding using U107
pyrene fluorescence (16), the tether influence was not inves-
tigated fully, and other nucleotide positions were not examined
within P4–P6. Subsequently, stopped-flow folding experi-
ments using the key first phase of the U107 pyrene fluores-
cence change have aided our understanding of the P4–P6
folding landscape (17–19). From these experiments, we con-
cluded that further development of the pyrene fluorescence
approach to investigate RNA folding is warranted. In the
present study, we examined how the fluorescence response
changes when the tether between RNA and pyrene is altered
systematically. We also determined how the fluorescence

response depends on the placement of the pyrene probe
within the RNA. The results reveal that the tether length
and composition can affect the fluorescence response upon
RNA folding and that generally applicable tethers can be
identified. In addition, the results demonstrate that covalently
attached pyrene provides a useful tertiary folding signal in
many RNA contexts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemical structures and organic synthesis procedures of
all pyrene labeling reagents (STP esters) are provided in
Supplementary Data. See Figure 1 for pyr3-STP structure.

General considerations for nucleic acids manipulations

RNA and DNA oligonucleotides made by solid-phase synthe-
sis were prepared at the UIUC W. M. Keck Center, Integrated
DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) or Dharmacon, Inc.
(Lafayette, CO). Transcription of P4–P6 RNA sequences
using T7 RNA polymerase and a linearized plasmid DNA
template was performed as described previously (16). The
template for P4–P6 nucleotides 117–261 (D15-P4–P6) was
available from a previous study (16). The template for P4–
P6 nucleotides 102–237 terminating with a 20,30-cyclic phos-
phate (P4–P6–24) was available from a previous study (25).
The template for P4–P6 nucleotides 102–237 with the addi-
tional AA nucleotides inserted into the GAAA tetraloop
(GAAAAA) was prepared from the parent P4–P6 plasmid
(19) by linearization with BglII, which cleaves the plasmid
DNA such that transcription ends after nucleotide C237. All
DNA and RNA oligonucleotides were purified by PAGE as
described previously (26,27). Splint ligation reactions to join
pyrene-labeled RNA oligonucleotides and RNA transcripts
were performed as described previously (16,17,28).

Pyrene labeling of 15-mer and 24-mer RNA
oligonucleotides with an amino group (Figure 3A)

A common procedure was used for all derivatizations with
pyrene, on the basis of our previous reports (16,17,19).
The specific incubation conditions (pH, organic co-solvent,
temperature and time) were optimized for each combina-
tion of amino-nucleoside and pyrene reagent, as described
in Supplementary Data. A representative procedure for the
preparation of a T8 derivative using pyr3-STP is as follows.
A 250 ml solution containing 10 nmol 15-mer RNA oligonu-
cleotide with a single 20-(2-aminoethoxy) group in 100 mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.0), 0.2 mM EDTA, 50% DMF
and 25 mM pyr3-STP (added last from a 50 mM stock
solution in DMF) was incubated at 37�C for 20 min. The
solution was divided into two 125 ml portions in each of
two 1.7 ml eppendorf tubes. To each sample was added
175 ml water, 30 ml of 3 M NaCl and 900 ml ethanol. The
samples were mixed thoroughly, frozen on dry ice for 30 min
and microcentrifuged at 13200 r.p.m. (16100 g) for 30 min.
The supernatants were removed by pipette, and the pellets
were dried under vacuum for 15 min. The pellets were redis-
solved in a combined volume of 100 ml water, and the pyrene-
labeled RNA was isolated by 20% denaturing PAGE.
Isolated yields ranged from 35 to 90% on the analytical

Figure 1. Pyrene derivatives of RNA examined in this study. (A) Uridine
nucleotide with the A5 tether (16). (B) Pyrene derivatives A2–A7 and T5–
T10. The A4 and T7 tethers were additionally examined in their unsaturated
forms A4U and T7U. Pyrene-modified adenosines and cytidines were also
examined in this study. (C) Preparative reactions of RNA amino groups with
a pyrene STP ester. See Supplementary Data for all STP ester structures.
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scale without purification (see Supplementary Data) and from
30 to 50% on the preparative scale with PAGE purification.
For ligation to form P4–P6 with pyrene at either U107 or A114
with any of the tether combinations (Figure 3B), the pre-
viously described procedure was followed (16,28). For the
annealing procedure to assemble P4–P6 without ligation
(Figure 3C), see the titration description below.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)
mass spectrometry data

MALDI-MS data were obtained for representative pyrene-
derivatized oligonucleotides, as tabulated in Supplementary
Data. All observed masses were within reasonable error
(<0.2%) of the expected masses. Several full-length (160 nt)
pyrene-labeled P4–P6 RNAs that were prepared according to
Figure 3B were also analyzed by MALDI-MS. As tabulated in
Supplementary Data, the observed masses were as expected.

Equilibrium fluorescence titrations with
Mg2+ (Figures 4–7)

The titrations were performed generally as described previ-
ously (16) using a ThermoSpectronic AB2 fluorescence spec-
trometer for all measurements. The excitation wavelength
lexc was 340 nm, and the fluorescence intensities plotted on
each titration curve were determined at the emission lmax

(380 ± 2 nm) for each particular sample. The emission lmax

changed by <2 nm in all cases during any titration. The excita-
tion and emission bandpass settings were 4 and 8 nm, and
the instrument was set at 1 nm resolution. RNA samples were
prepared in 1· TB buffer [89 mM each Tris and boric acid
(pH 8.3)] and maintained at 35�C with a recirculating
water bath. For samples prepared by path 1 of Figure 3
(derivatization-ligation), the RNA sample (650 ml) was pre-
pared with 300–500 nM P4–P6 in 1· TB without annealing,
which we have previously shown to be unnecessary (16,19).
For samples prepared by path 2 of Figure 3 (derivatization-
annealing), the RNA sample (650 ml) was prepared with
300 nM of pyrene-labeled 24-mer (nt 238–261) plus 900 nM
of P4–P6–24 (nt 102–237) in 1· TB; this sample was annealed
by heating at 60�C for 10 min and cooling at room temper-
ature for 15 min. All samples were equilibrated at 35�C for at
least 5 min before initiating the titration. During the titration,
aliquots of either 100 or 900 mM MgCl2 in 1· TB as appro-
priate were added to the sample, which was mixed manually
in a stoppered 1.5 ml UV cuvette and re-equilibrated to 35�C
before measurement. Titration curves were fit by the two-
component titration curve equation described previously (16).
See Supplementary Data for tabulation of [Mg2+]1/2 and Hill
coefficient (n) values. In Figure 4A, each spectrum was cor-
rected for background fluorescence and normalized to 1.0
fluorescence units at 0 mM Mg2+, except the U107-T5 data
were normalized to 1.0 at 65 mM Mg2+ to keep all spectra on
the same y-axis scale. Similarly, in Figure 4B the U107-T5
titration data were normalized to 1.0 at 65 mM Mg2+; the non-
normalized value of relative fluorescence intensity at 65 mM
Mg2+ was 2.1.

Nondenaturing gel electrophoresis (Figure 8)

The native gel experiments were performed as described pre-
viously (19,28) except that samples were annealed at 60�C

for 10 min before loading. Each gel experiment was performed
using a buffer containing 1· TB [89 mM each Tris and boric
acid (pH 8.3)] along with the desired concentration of Mg2+.
Control lanes labeled ‘wt’ and ‘unf’ in Figure 8 refer to wild-
type and unfolded control versions of P4–P6 (P4–P6-wt and
P4–P6-bp), as described previously (19,28). See Supplemen-
tary Data for a tabulation of [Mg2+]1/2 and DDG�0 values as
determined from titration plots such as those in Figure 8B (28).
For the samples prepared by annealing a 50-32P-radiolabeled
136-nt RNA with several-fold excess of a 24-nt RNA
(Figure 8C and D), an undesired band due to unannealed
136 nt RNA was generally observed (marked with an arrow
in Figure 8C). The variable intensity of this band was greatest
at low Mg2+ concentrations (<1.5 mM). The band persisted
even when the concentration of unradiolabeled 24-mer RNA
was increased several-fold (data not shown) and when the 24-
mer lacked pyrene altogether. For all native gel experiments
conducted at [Mg2+] > 0.5 mM, a band due to fully assembled
P4–P6 (136 + 24 ¼ 160 nt) was clearly observed.

RESULTS

Design of tethers to connect RNA and pyrene

The pyrene-labeled uridine nucleotide shown in Figure 1A
corresponds to the nucleotide we described previously for
monitoring P4–P6 tertiary folding by fluorescence (16).
Here, we used the 14 pyrene derivatives shown in Figure 1B.
In each case, the pyrene moiety is connected to the RNA
through an amide bond, either via a 20-amino group (‘A’ series;
A2–A7) or via a 20-(2-aminoethoxy) group (tethered amine ‘T’
series; T5–T10). These derivatives collectively have between
2 and 10 non-hydrogen atoms between the ribose ring and the
pyrene; the number of intervening atoms is placed after the A
or T designation. Tether lengths of 5, 6 and 7 atoms are rep-
resented in both the A and T series, which allows us to test
specifically for the influence of tether composition rather
than length on the fluorescence response. To determine the
roles of tether flexibility and also chromophore identity, the
A4 and T7 tethers were additionally synthesized in their
a,b-unsaturated forms denoted A4U and T7U, in which the
pyrene p-system is conjugated with the carbonyl group
through the tether.

For all of the pyrene derivatives, the covalent connection
between RNA and pyrene was achieved by reaction of amino-
modified RNA with a suitably activated pyrene-substituted
carboxylic acid ester. Previously (16), we used the N-
hydroxysuccinimidyl (NHS) esters of 1-pyrenebutanoic acid
or 1-pyreneacetic acid to obtain the A5 or A3 tether, respec-
tively. We have subsequently found that 4-sulfo-2,3,5,6-
tetrafluorophenyl (STP) esters are superior to NHS esters
for this purpose, due in part to their increased water solubility
(29). For this reason, only the STP esters were used in this
study, in the manner of Figure 1C. Syntheses of the required
STP esters are described in Supplementary Data.

P4–P6 nucleotide positions for pyrene labeling

In the presence of at least millimolar Mg2+, the overall tertiary
structure of P4–P6 is dominated by a bend of �180� at the
J5/5a hinge region (22,30,31), which leads to a compact
folded structure (Figure 2). Previously, covalent modification
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of U107 near the P4–P6 50-terminus (G102) established that
the 20-position of U107 is a useful pyrene attachment site
[P4–P6 encompasses nucleotides 102–261 because P4–P6 is
a structured fragment of the larger group I intron RNA (32)].
In particular, 20-modification at U107 does not substantially
disrupt the P4–P6 tertiary structure (16), and pyrene attached
at U107 is useful for monitoring the RNA conformation in
both equilibrium and stopped-flow measurements (17–19).
Here, we examined pyrene at several other nucleotides within
P4–P6 to determine the generality of the fluorescence
response. Based on the X-ray crystal structure (22), we
chose seven P4–P6 nucleotides in addition to U107
(Figure 2). All of these new nucleotides were selected in
part because the corresponding 20-hydroxyl group in the
X-ray crystal structure is pointing outward, suggesting that
covalent modification will not be disruptive structurally.
The same strategy was employed to choose U107 in our
original study (16). Because U107 and the seven other
nucleotides are widely dispersed throughout P4–P6
(Figure 2), the results were anticipated to reflect more broadly

on the applicability of pyrene fluorescence for monitoring
RNA tertiary folding.

Procedures for P4-P6 RNA assembly

The eight nucleotide positions were also chosen based on the
practical ability to assemble pyrene-derivatized P4–P6 RNAs
with modifications at these sites. For both U107- and A114-
modified P4–P6, the 160-nt pyrene-labeled RNAs were
prepared in a two-step derivatization-ligation procedure
(Figure 3, path 1). First, an amino-substituted oligoribo-
nucleotide corresponding to the first 15 nt of P4–P6 was
labeled with pyrene (Figure 3A). Elsewhere we have described
preparation of the amino-modified RNA nucleoside phos-
phoramidites that were used during solid-phase oligo-
ribonucleotide synthesis (33) (C.V. Miduturu and
S.K. Silverman, manuscript in preparation). Second, pyrene-
derivatized P4–P6 was obtained by ligation of this pyrene-
labeled 15-mer to a 50-phosphorylated 145-nt transcript using a
complementary DNA splint and T4 DNA ligase (19,28,34–37)

Figure 2. Secondary and tertiary structure of P4–P6 (22). Colored spheres highlight 20-hydroxyls of the eight pyrene-labeled nucleotides that are marked on
the secondary structure. The backbone may be nicked within the L6b loop without perturbing the tertiary folding (25), which permits assembly of full-length
P4–P6 without covalent ligation of the 136-nt and 24-nt fragments (Figure 3).
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(Figure 3B). Ligation reactions for U107-modified RNA pro-
ceeded reasonably well, with 25–30% isolated yields after
PAGE purification; these yields are comparable with those
observed previously (16,28). Ligation reactions for A114-
modified RNAs were poorer, with only 3–5% isolated yields.
The lower yields in the latter case are attributed to the prox-
imity of the pyrene modification at A114 to the ligation site
(between G116 and G117), which interferes with T4 DNA
ligase activity. It is important to note that this practical diffi-
culty reflects a shortcoming of protein-mediated splint ligation
rather than the fluorescence approach; here, we accepted
obtaining enough material simply to test the viability of the
fluorescence response. We emphasize that the low ligation
yield with pyrene at A114 is a special case and clearly not
representative of other ligation yields for assembling P4–P6 in
this manner.

For the A3–A7 pyrene derivatives, the optimized labeling
reactions of 20-amino RNA with pyr1-STP through pyr5-STP
provided 40–70% yield of pyrene-modified 15-mer as
quantified by analytical PAGE. On the 10 nmol scale, the
preparative yield were 10–30% after PAGE purification,
which reflects typical losses during PAGE relative to the
analytical-scale assays. These labeling reactions required
8–24 h incubations for optimal yield, and the reaction time
and temperature were chosen to suppress secondary reactions
of the pyrene-labeled product (see Supplementary Data).
For reactions with pyr0-STP and pyr2U-STP to form A2
and A4U, in which the STP ester moiety is conjugated with
the remainder of the molecule, the pyrene labeling reactions
were slower than for the other derivatives, as anticipated
based on chemical considerations (i.e. a conjugated ester is
a less reactive electrophile than its nonconjugated analogue).
Nevertheless, good yields of pyrene-labeled RNA were
obtained within 24 h in all cases. For T6–T10, the yields of

pyrene-derivatized RNA were generally higher than with the
A series. Specifically, 65–90% yields were obtained on
the analytical scale for reactions of 20-(2-aminoethoxy)RNA
with pyr1-STP through pyr5-STP; preparative yields were
20–75% after PAGE purification. For the modification
reactions with pyr0-STP and pyr2U-STP to form T5 and
T7U, the reactions were slower (as observed for A2 and
A4U), but good yields of labeled RNA were obtained.

For P4–P6 derivatized with pyrene at the other six nucleo-
tide positions of Figure 2, we took advantage of the fact that
the 30-terminal 24 nt of P4–P6 (U238–A261) can be annealed
to the remaining 136 nt [denoted P4–P6–24 (25)] while leav-
ing an unligated nick between the two fragments (Figure 2).
Despite this discontinuity in the phosphodiester backbone, the
bimolecular RNA:RNA complex adopts tertiary structure in a
Mg2+-dependent manner like conventional P4–P6 and is even
useful for crystallography (25). We therefore synthesized 24-
mer oligoribonucleotides with individual amino group substi-
tutions and separately derivatized each with pyrene as in
Figure 3A. Yields were comparable with those obtained
with the 15-mer oligonucleotide that corresponds to the 50-
terminus of P4–P6. Subsequently, full-length P4–P6 samples
were assembled according to path 2 of Figure 3 merely by
annealing each pyrene-derivatized 24-mer with a modest
excess of the underivatized 136-nt P4–P6–24 (Figure 3C).
No RNA ligation reactions are required in this latter approach,
which therefore allows a rapid assessment of the fluorescence
response using pyrene labeling at each nucleotide position.

Equilibrium fluorescence titrations of P4–P6 labeled
with pyrene at U107: effect of tether length
and composition

Because our earlier report specifically studied the A5 and A3
pyrene modifications at U107 (16), we first examined the

Figure 3. Synthesizing pyrene-labeled P4–P6 by derivatization-ligation (path 1) or by derivatization-annealing (path 2). (A) A 15-mer or 24-mer oligoribonucleotide
incorporating a single 20-amino or 20-(2-aminoethoxy) nucleotide is derivatized with pyrene as in Figure 1C and purified by PAGE. (B) To complete path 1, the
15-nt product from the derivatization step is ligated to the remaining 145 nt of P4–P6 using a DNA splint and T4 DNA ligase; the product is purified by PAGE.
(C) To complete path 2, the 24-nt product from the derivatization step is annealed to the remaining 136 nt of P4–P6 without covalent ligation.
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complete series of pyrene derivatives from Figure 1 at
this nucleotide position. Equilibrium fluorescence titrations
were obtained by recording the fluorescence emission spectra
of pyrene-labeled P4–P6 in the absence of Mg2+ and then

titrating Mg2+ in small increments from 65 mM to 400 mM
(Figure 4A). After correction for dilution, the relative fluores-
cence intensity as a function of [Mg2+] was fit to a standard
multi-component titration curve (Figure 4B). Each of the U107

Figure 4. Equilibrium fluorescence titrations of P4–P6 derivatives labeled with pyrene at U107 and A114. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra (lexc ¼ 340 nm)
showing representative data from 0 to 400 Mg2+ (1· TB buffer, 35�C). The U107 A3–A7 and T6–T10 spectra were similar in shape to A5 (data not shown). The
low-wavelength spectral feature for U107-A2 was observed with varying intensity at all other tested nucleotide positions (see Supplementary Data). For each of
the five A114 tethers, the fluorescence spectra were qualitatively similar to those for U107 with the same tether (see Supplementary Data). (B) Fitted titration curves
for the A and T series of tethers at U107 and A114. The relative fluorescence intensity was determined at lmax in all cases. See Materials and Methods for details
of curve fitting. See Supplementary Data for [Mg2+]1/2 values.
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pyrene A3–A7 and T6–T10 derivatives showed significant
fluorescence intensity increases, including a substantial
increase at [Mg2+] � 1 mM that corresponds to tertiary folding
(16). As previously observed for A5 and A3 (16), each of the
A3–A7 and T6–T10 derivatives has an additional high-Mg2+

titration component that does not correspond to tertiary fold-
ing. For each of these pyrene-labeled RNAs, the shape of
the emission spectrum was essentially identical to that of
pyrene free in solution (as determined using pyrenebutyric
acid, which is the hydrolyzed version of pyr3-STP; data
not shown).

The remaining tether combinations alter the pyrene chro-
mophore itself relative to that found within A3–A7 and
T6–T10. Specifically, A2 and T5 have a pyrenecarboxamide
instead of a pyrenecarbonyl chromophore, whereas A4U and
T7U have a vinylogous (conjugated) pyrenecarboxamide
group (see structures in Figure 1B). The importance, if any,
of changing the chromophore in these ways was unknown in
advance. For the A2 and T5 derivatives, the shapes of the
fluorescence emission spectra themselves are readily distin-
guishable from those of A3–A7 and T6–T10 (Figure 4A). In
addition, A2 has a reproducible spectral feature of unknown
origin near 385 nm that appears only at high Mg2+. When the
A2 fluorescence emission intensity at lmax is plotted versus
Mg2+ concentration (Figure 4B), the resulting titration curve
is very similar to that of A5, and T5 also shows a large
increase in fluorescence intensity for the tertiary folding
component. In sharp contrast, A4U and T7U show relatively
little change in emission intensity upon Mg2+ titration
(Figure 4B). The shapes of the fluorescence emission spectra
of the A4U- and T7U-labeled RNA (broad fluorescence spec-
tra with lmax � 480 nm and 465 nm; data not shown) are
noticeably different from those of the other labeled RNAs,
apparently due to the extended conjugation between the pyr-
ene and tether. On the basis of their very small fluorescence
responses with added Mg2+, the A4U and T7U chromophores
were not examined further in this study.

Pyrene as an RNA structure probe at
other P4–P6 nucleotides

The results for the series of pyrene substitutions at U107
suggest that the tether length and composition can strongly
affect the fluorescence response upon Mg2+ titration. To deter-
mine the influence of chromophore location within the RNA,
we examined a representative subset of the pyrene derivatives
(A2, A5, T5, T8 and T10) at the seven other nucleotide posi-
tions of Figure 2. These five pyrene derivatives cover all tether
lengths from 2 to 10 non-hydrogen atoms and also span the
entire range of useful tether and chromophore combinations,
including the qualitatively distinct A2 and T5 chromophores.
The A114 pyrene derivatives were prepared using the
same derivatization-ligation approach (Figure 3, path 1) that
was used for the U107 derivatives. The A114 fluorescence
responses depend on the tether identity, with the T10 deriva-
tive providing a particularly large response (Figure 4B, bottom
panel).

For positions U247, U249 and U253, the five representative
pyrene derivatives were each tested using RNAs prepared
by the derivatization-annealing approach (Figure 3, path 2).
Each of the U249-labeled RNAs shows a substantial increase

in pyrene fluorescence emission for all five of these tethers,
whereas the U247 and U253 derivatives show intensity
increases only for the longer T8 and T10 tethers (Figure 5).
Additionally, U247 shows a significant response with T5 but
not A5 (which are the same length), indicating that tether
composition as well as length can be important. For all
three positions U247, U249 and U253, the high-Mg2+ fluores-
cence component that does not correspond to tertiary folding
was very small or undetected.

Pyrene derivatization at nucleotide A246 was studied for
the longer T5, T8 and T10 tethers (A2 and A5 were not
examined). All three derivatives showed significant fluores-
cence responses with very little of the unwanted high-Mg2+

component (Figure 5). The A246-T8 tether provided a
particularly strong signal upon Mg2+-dependent tertiary
folding; its 15-fold fluorescence increase is several-fold larger
than for U107-A5 and also much larger than for U107-T8.
Thus, A246 appears to be a more responsive modification site
than U107 for reporting on P4–P6 folding by pyrene fluores-
cence. Indeed, A246 is the most responsive of all positions
tested to date within P4–P6.

The T5, T8 and T10 tethers were also placed at A256
(Figure 5). The A256-T5 derivative led to a poor fluorescence
response that is not useful for monitoring RNA folding. For
the T8 and T10 derivatives, a 2-fold increase in fluorescence
was observed, with an unusual decrease in intensity for the
second component. We consider these ambiguous responses.
That is, the A256-T8 and A256-T10 derivatives might be
useful for monitoring RNA folding, but other incorporation
sites are better practical choices.

Finally, when pyrene was placed at C240 on any of the five
representative tethers, the responses were variable (Figure 5).
At C240, the A2 tether gave little signal change, whereas A5,
T5 and T8 had more conventional-appearing responses.
However, the data described in the next section show that
these responses are probably not due to RNA tertiary folding.
The C240-T10 combination was unusual in that pyrene
excimer formation was observed; even the 24-mer C240-
T10 oligonucleotide alone (i.e. not as part of P4–P6) showed
excimer formation, as depicted in Supplementary Data.
On the basis of distinct RNA concentration dependence, we
ascribe these signals to aggregation, and thus the C240-T10
responses are not relevant to unimolecular RNA tertiary
folding.

Demonstrating that Mg2+-dependent fluorescence
changes are due to RNA tertiary folding

In previous work, we unambiguously established that the
major component of fluorescence increase upon Mg2+ titration
is due to RNA tertiary folding for the U107-A5 P4–P6 deriva-
tive (16). Here, we sought evidence that the fluorescence
responses for new pyrene-labeled P4–P6 RNAs are due to
tertiary folding. One control experiment is to incorporate
the pyrene-labeled 15-mer or 24-mer RNA not into the entire
160-nt foldable P4–P6 RNA but instead into only a small
portion of P4–P6. In the latter case, the fluorescence response
assigned to P4–P6 tertiary folding should not be observed. For
labeled RNAs prepared using the 24-mer oligonucleotide
(nt 238–261), pyrene can be placed within the P6 region,
which is the lower right portion of P4–P6 as depicted in the
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secondary structure of Figure 2. As an example, we annealed
the 24-mer A246-T8 RNA to the RNA oligonucleotide cor-
responding to P4–P6 nt 215–237, thereby reconstituting just
the P6 region. Titration of the resulting RNA complex with
Mg2+ led to essentially no increase in fluorescence, which is a
qualitatively different outcome than for the full A246-T8 P4–
P6 RNA (Figure 6). This is compelling evidence that the
response of the full 160-nt A246-T8 RNA is due to tertiary
folding and not to local structural changes, because the

reconstituted P6 region provides the same local environment
as the full P4–P6. In contrast, the reconstituted C240-T8 P6
region showed a response similar to that of the full 160-nt P4–
P6 (see Supplementary Data). On this basis, we cannot safely
conclude that the C240-T8 fluorescence response is due to
tertiary folding.

A different type of experiment can support the relationship
between pyrene response and tertiary folding for most of the
pyrene-labeled RNAs. Key evidence originally obtained in

Figure 5. Equilibrium fluorescence titrations of P4–P6 derivatives labeled with pyrene at U247, U249, U253, A246, A256 or C240. For each of the five tethers, the
fluorescence spectra were qualitatively similar to those for U107 that are depicted in Figure 4 (data not shown). See Supplementary Data for [Mg2+]1/2 values.
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support of U107 pyrene RNA reporting on P4–P6 tertiary
folding was that the [Mg2+]1/2 values of the fluorescence
responses shift upon RNA sequence modification in accord
with predictions based on native gel electrophoresis (16).

We recently described nucleotide insertions in the P4–P6
GAAA tetraloop, which is remote in primary sequence
from the P6 region (Figure 2). These insertions induce
an increased Mg2+ dependence for P4–P6 tertiary folding
according to native gels and also according to U107 pyrene
fluorescence (19). If pyrene placed within the P6 region
reports on tertiary folding similarly to pyrene placed at
U107, then tetraloop modifications should shift the fluores-
cence titration curves along the [Mg2+] axis. In contrast, if
pyrene within P6 is not reporting on tertiary folding, then
tetraloop modifications should have little or no impact on
the Mg2+ dependence of fluorescence. We performed the
necessary experiments for the T8 derivatives at A246,
U247, U249 and U253. In each case, the full P4–P6 RNA
was prepared according to path 2 of Figure 3 by annealing
the appropriate pyrene-labeled 24-nt RNA with a 136-nt
transcript. The latter incorporated either an unmodified
GAAA tetraloop (as a control) or a modified tetraloop of
sequence GAAAAA, where the additional two AA nucleotides
shift the [Mg2+]1/2 from 0.7 to 6.9 mM according to native
gels (19). In all four cases, the tetraloop sequence modification
had a sizeable effect upon the fluorescence titration curve
(Figure 7). For A246-T8 and U247-T8, the titration curve
was shifted substantially to the right, with diminution of
fluorescence increase. For U249-T8, the fluorescence increase

Figure 7. Experiments with wild-type (GAAA) or modified (GAAAAA) tetraloops to show that pyrene fluorescence reports on P4–P6 tertiary folding for the
T8 tether at A246, U247, U249 and U253. See text for details.

Figure 6. Control experiments with reconstituted P6 region to show that
A246-T8 pyrene fluorescence reports on P4–P6 tertiary folding. See text for
details.
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was suppressed almost completely at the accessible Mg2+ con-
centrations. Finally, for U253-T8, the [Mg2+]1/2 increased
about 10-fold and the fluorescence increase was approxim-
ately unchanged. In contrast to all of these data, analogous
experiments with tetraloop-modified C240-T8 RNAs
(prepared either by the ligation or annealing pathway of
Figure 3) showed no compelling change in Mg2+ dependence
of the fluorescence titration (see Supplementary Data). These
findings are consistent with the above experiments using
reconstituted P6 regions, which showed that A246-T8 fluores-
cence responses are due to tertiary folding but C240-T8
responses are not due to tertiary folding.

Nondenaturing (native) gel electrophoresis experiments

The fluorescence titration data (Figures 4 and 5) demonstrate
that for certain combinations of nucleotide position and
tether identity, the fluorescence response of pyrene-labeled
P4–P6 is poor upon Mg2+ addition, with almost no fluores-
cence change in some cases. In principle, a low fluorescence
response could arise because the RNA simply does not fold
upon Mg2+ addition, due to structural perturbation from

pyrene and the appended tether. Alternatively, a low
fluorescence response could derive from indifference of the
chromophore to environmental change induced by Mg2+-
dependent RNA tertiary folding, even though folding itself
proceeds normally. The ability of P4–P6 to fold—without
considering fluorescence intensity changes—may be examined
using nondenaturing (native) gel electrophoresis, which
directly interrogates the folded state of the RNA. Additionally,
from the magnitude of any shift in the Mg2+ dependence, these
data allow us to quantify the energetic penalties imposed on
P4–P6 folding by appending the various tethers, independent
of the fluorescence assays (28).

For the P4–P6 RNAs derivatized at U107, we used native
gels to examine the representative A2, A5, T5, T8 and T10
pyrene derivatives, each of which showed good fluorescence
response upon Mg2+ addition (Figure 4). Each of these
derivatives showed conventional Mg2+-dependent native gel
behavior, in that the mobility of the pyrene-labeled RNA
relative to an unfolded control mutant (30) increased as the
Mg2+ concentration was raised (Figure 8A). The free energy
destabilizations (DDG�0 values) of each pyrene-labeled
P4–P6 RNA relative to unmodified P4–P6 were modest

Figure 8. Nondenaturing (native) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of pyrene-labeled P4–P6 RNAs. The Mg2+ concentration used throughout each gel is shown
on the right side of each image. Wt and unf denote unmodified wild-type P4–P6 and the unfolded control mutant (30). (A) Representative data for U107 and A114
derivatives. The lane labels A and T denote P4–P6 derivatives with 20-amino or 20-tethered amino groups but lacking pyrene. (B) Representative equilibrium titration
curves derived from the gel data. From these curves, the energetic consequences of pyrene derivatization may be computed (28). The DDG�0 values ranged from
�0.4 kcal/mol (U107-A5 and T8) to�3–4 kcal/mol (U247-T8). For additional titration curves andDDG�0 values, see Supplementary Data. (C) Data for U247, U249
and U253 derivatives. The wt and unf samples additionally labeled ‘ann’ were prepared by annealing the 24-mer RNA oligonucleotide to the 136-nt remainder of
P4–P6 as in Figure 3C. The arrow on the left indicates the band corresponding to the unannealed 136-nt RNA that is particularly prominent at low Mg2+ concentrations
(see Materials and Methods). (D) Data for A246 and A256 derivatives.
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(<0.5 kcal/mol), as evidenced by only slight rightward shifts
in the Mg2+ midpoints of the titration curves (Figure 8B, see
Supplementary Data for computation of DDG�0 values) (28).
The A114-T8 and A114-T10 derivatives showed similar
behavior, with DDG�0 ’ 1.0 kcal/mol (Figure 8A); the other
A114 derivatives were not tested. Interestingly, the U107-A4U
and U107-T7U derivatives that showed no fluorescence
responses (Figure 4) folded normally according to native
gel analysis (Figure 8B). This indicates that the lack of fluo-
rescence response for these RNAs is not due to structural
disruption.

In the fluorescence studies described in this report, all of
the other P4–P6 derivatives were assembled by annealing a
pyrene-labeled 24-mer oligoribonucleotide to the 136-nt
remainder of P4–P6, according to path 2 of Figure 3. For
the native gel analyses, a 32P-radiolabel was required on the
136-mer in addition to the pyrene on the 24-mer, which was
added in at least 4-fold excess (to ensure that all radiolabels
were incorporated into full-length P4–P6 assemblies). The
surplus pyrene-labeled 24-mer is inconsequential because
fluorescence detection is not used with the native gels.
Using RNAs prepared by this annealing approach, we com-
prehensively examined the A2, A5, T5, T8 and T10 deriva-
tives at nucleotide positions U249, U247 and U253
(Figure 8C), which had shown varying fluorescence responses
(Figure 5). At all three of these modification sites, the RNA
was fully folded at high Mg2+ concentration (e.g. 20 mM) for
all tested pyrene derivatives, including those derivatives that
gave no fluorescence response. The DDG�0 values were as high
as 3–4 kcal/mol, with the longer tethers exhibiting generally
larger energetic perturbations (e.g. compare U247-A2 though
U247-T10 in Figure 8C). Similarly, normal folding at high
Mg2+ concentration was observed for P4–P6 RNAs modified
with pyrene at A246 and A256 (Figure 8D), as well as pyrene
at C240 (data not shown).

Correlating native gels with fluorescence

As established above, the attachment of a pyrene chromophore
can modestly perturb the RNA tertiary folding, as assessed
by its Mg2+ dependence. Both the fluorescence and native gel
approaches allow the determination of precise [Mg2+]1/2 val-
ues (Figures 4, 5 and 8; see Supplementary Data for tabula-
tions). When these two types of data are compared for those
pyrene derivatives that were examined using both techniques,
the quantitative correlation is very good (Figure 9). This out-
come is additional evidence that pyrene fluorescence reports
on RNA tertiary folding.

DISCUSSION

The two main goals of this study were both focused on
increasing our understanding of pyrene fluorescence as a
probe of RNA folding. First, we sought to examine how the
tether identity affects the fluorescence response. Second,
we sought to explore the generality of pyrene fluorescence
by placing the chromophore at various positions throughout
P4–P6 (as a representative large RNA). Via the reported
experiments, we have achieved both of these goals. Our
data help to define the scope and limitations of using cova-
lently attached pyrene as a probe of RNA tertiary folding.

Pyrene fluorescence changes reflect tertiary folding at
many RNA positions

A primary issue underlying all of our interpretations is that
the pyrene fluorescence responses must in fact arise from
RNA tertiary folding. For all eight nucleotide positions
examined in P4–P6 (Figure 2), pyrene labeling led to substan-
tial Mg2+-dependent fluorescence increases for at least some
tethers (Figures 4 and 5). At least three lines of evidence
indicate that these fluorescence changes are indeed due to
RNA tertiary folding in most—but not all—cases. First, the
experiments in Figure 6 show that local RNA structure is not
responsible for the fluorescence changes in the case of A246-
T8; this is similar to tests previously performed for pyrene
labeling at U107 (16). Second, the experiments in Figure 7
show that the previously studied GAAAAA tetraloop
modification (19) shifts the dependence of the fluorescence
response to higher Mg2+ concentration for all four tested label-
ing sites (A246, U247, U249 and U253). The diminished
magnitude of fluorescence response with the modified RNA
in three of the four experiments makes it difficult to interpret
the [Mg2+]1/2 shift. In the case of U253-T8, where the
magnitude of response is approximately unchanged by the
tetraloop modification, the shift in Mg2+ dependence is quan-
titatively as expected from the native gels (i.e. increase in
[Mg2+]1/2 from 0.7 to 6.9 mM by native gels, and from 1.4
to 16 mM by fluorescence). Only in the case of C240 pyrene
labeling do the analogous experiments indicate that RNA

Figure 9. Correlation between [Mg2+]1/2 values for individual pyrene-labeled
P4-P6 derivatives as determined by native gels and by fluorescence. The diag-
onal line has a slope of exactly 1.0. Each of the 12 data points in the plot
represents a different combination of pyrene site and tether. Wild-type P4-P6
without an attached pyrene has [Mg2+]1/2 of 0.64 mM in this set of experiments.
The native gel [Mg2+]1/2 values represented in this plot correspond to
DDG�0 values between �0.3 and �6 kcal/mol (see Supplementary Data for
tabulation of data). Values of [Mg2+]1/2 are reproducible with <5% error
between independent determinations. Because DG�0 ¼ nRT�ln[Mg2+]1/2,
where n is the Mg2+ Hill coefficient (16,28), the [Mg2+]1/2 values are plotted
on logarithmic axes.
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tertiary folding is probably not responsible for the Mg2+-
dependent fluorescence changes. Additional comments on
the implications of this latter result for the general applicabil-
ity of pyrene fluorescence are given below.

Third, the very good correlation between native gel and
fluorescence [Mg2+]1/2 values (Figure 9) is most simply
explained by assigning the shifts in fluorescence [Mg2+]1/2

to tertiary folding, as is already known to be the case for
shifts in native gel [Mg2+]1/2 values (28). Any imperfections
in this correlation are likely due to subtle effects that shift
the [Mg2+]1/2 of a fluorescence titration in an unpredictable
fashion, superimposed on the overall shift due to tertiary
folding perturbation. Of course, ideally the plot of Figure 9
would have no dispersion at all along the x-axis; merely
appending pyrene would have no effect on tertiary folding.
However, appending pyrene is itself a chemical modification
with quantifiable RNA folding consequences (similar to how
inserting a tryptophan often requires protein mutation). In this
context, the good correlation of Figure 9 not only shows that
pyrene fluorescence reports on tertiary folding but also that
fluorescence is capable by itself of providing meaningful data
on energetic perturbations. This ability may prove useful in
other RNA systems for which native gel electrophoresis is not
as quantitative as for P4–P6 itself.

Tether identity is important: particularly useful
tethers for pyrene-labeled RNA

At the outset of this study, we knew that pyrene is a faithful
reporter of RNA tertiary folding when incorporated at the
particular U107 nucleotide position within P4–P6 (16–19).
Furthermore, the fluorescence response had been examined
largely with only a single tether, termed A5 in this work
(Figure 1). When pyrene is placed at many nucleotide posi-
tions within P4–P6 (Figure 2) by an appropriate labeling strat-
egy (Figure 3), the fluorescence data (Figures 4 and 5) indicate
that the longer tethers T8 and T10 are particularly useful
for joining RNA to pyrene, whereas the shorter tethers some-
times lead to little fluorescence response. The precise break
point at which a shorter tether does not lead to a good fluo-
rescence response depends on the nucleotide position. For
example, tethers at U107 ranging from A3 to T10 all report
well on P4–P6 folding, whereas the longer T8 and T10 tethers
report much better for U253. Therefore, the first main goal of
this study—to examine dependence of fluorescence response
on tether identity—has therefore been reached, with the over-
all finding that longer tethers such as T8 and T10 provide a
more reliable fluorescence response.

Pyrene labeling at many positions leads to useful
fluorescence responses: implications for general
applicability of pyrene labeling

The utility of the pyrene fluorescence approach for reporting
upon RNA folding at sites other than nucleotide U107 of
P4–P6 was almost entirely unaddressed at the outset of this
study. Here, we have demonstrated that fluorescence is a use-
ful probe for RNA tertiary folding when pyrene is placed at
many positions throughout P4–P6. Because the successfully
modified nucleotides (all sites except C240 in Figure 2) are
scattered throughout P4–P6 at locations tens of Å apart, pyrene
fluorescence is useful for monitoring RNA folding when the

chromophore is placed in a variety of RNA contexts. Our
findings suggest that the folding of large RNAs that are unre-
lated to P4–P6 can also be studied using pyrene; this should
be tested with other RNAs in further experiments that are
beyond the scope of the current study. It is encouraging to
note that a recent independent study with the HIV-1 TAR
RNA and aminoglycoside ligands used our general pyrene
methodology to obtain useful RNA folding data (38).

The inability of C240 pyrene labeling to report convincingly
on P4–P6 tertiary folding is likely a consequence of C240’s
peripheral location on the folded RNA molecule (Figure 2).
Ultimately, the available data do not permit us to state with
certainty why the C240 response does not reflect tertiary
folding. As a practical guideline, we suggest that future
attempts at pyrene labeling of RNA should focus on placing
the pyrene probe at nucleotides located internally within the
RNA of interest, rather than on the periphery. We also note
that it would be unreasonable to expect pyrene fluorescence
to give a useful tertiary folding response in absolutely every
RNA position that is examined. For calibration, tryptophan in
proteins does not always give a useful response and neither
does 2-aminopurine in nucleic acid studies, yet these probes
have undeniably found widespread practical utility.

Because our labeling approach attaches pyrene to RNA
via a ribose 20-position, it is useful to examine other large
RNAs to determine whether they have a significant fraction
of their 20-positions available for modification according to
high-resolution structural data. We have checked this for two
other large RNAs (see Supplementary Data). In the HDV
ribozyme (39), at least 50 out of 72 positions (�69%) meet
this criterion, as assessed by manual inspection. Similarly, in
the 5S RNA within the large ribosomal subunit (40), at least
two-thirds of the 122 20-positions appear accessible for
derivatization, even when considering contacts between
RNA and the other components of the ribosome.

RNA structure consequences of pyrene labeling

Our data allow us to infer some of the structural consequences
of labeling P4–P6 RNA with pyrene. Several specific combi-
nations of nucleotide position and tether resulted in no useful
fluorescence response (Figures 4 and 5; see U107-A4U and
T7U; U247-A2 and A5; U253-A2, A5 and T5). These poor
responses could mean either that each RNA does not fold, or
that folding occurs but leads to little fluorescence change.
These possibilities are distinguished using the native gel
assays of Figure 8, which report directly on the RNA’s folded
state. The rightward shifts in [Mg2+]1/2 shown in Figure 8B
correspond to 0.4–4 kcal/mol of free energy penalty (DDG�0)
as a consequence of the pyrene modification (16). Even for
those pyrene-labeled RNAs that have a free energy penalty
on the large side of this range, the native gel titration data
indicate that the overall structural perturbation is minimal,
because the shape and the mobility limits of the titration
curves are similar to those of wild-type (unmodified)
P4–P6. Furthermore, there is no obvious correlation between
magnitude of fluorescence response upon Mg2+ titration and
DDG�0 (e.g. A246-T8 and A246-T10 in Figure 5). Of course,
the local rather than global effects of pyrene incorporation
are difficult to assess without high-resolution structural
information. An important finding from the native gel
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studies is that none of the pyrene-labeled RNAs fails to
fold upon addition of sufficient Mg2+. Therefore, the lack
of useful fluorescence response from certain combinations
of labeling site and tether does not reflect failure to fold
but instead demonstrates indifference of the chromophores
to the RNA folding event.

With respect to the extent of structural perturbation due to
appending pyrene, the situation faced here is similar to that
encountered during a typical study of protein folding in
which tryptophan is introduced by mutagenesis [e.g. (7–10)].
As is the case for proteins, functional assays should be useful
for demonstrating that any specific RNA retains its proper
structure (and therefore function) upon pyrene labeling. Native
gel electrophoresis serves this role for P4–P6 (28). The ability
to incorporate pyrene independently at several nucleotide
positions should alleviate concern over structural artifacts
that may arise when the chromophore is incorporated at just
one site.

Physical basis of the fluorescence response

In a typical fluorescence experiment to study protein folding,
tryptophan emission intensity serves as an empirical correlate
of protein folding. These data are often interpreted without a
full (or even partial) understanding of the physical origin of
the change in signal. Nevertheless, this lack of understanding
does not diminish the practical utility of the fluorescence
response. Similarly, we and others have previously demon-
strated that pyrene fluorescence is useful for monitoring RNA
folding, despite our incomplete knowledge of the underlying
photophysical explanation (16–21). Here, our data allow
three statements about the physical basis of the pyrene fluo-
rescence response upon RNA folding:

(i) The unresponsiveness of the unsaturated A4U and T7U
tethers as compared with their more flexible A4 and T7
counterparts (Figure 4) suggests that the chromophore
must not be held rigidly away from the RNA itself if
the fluorescence signal is to change upon Mg2+-induced
folding. This implies some direct interaction between the
RNA and chromophore in either the unfolded or folded
state (or both) for the responsive tethers. The data do not
allow us to distinguish in which state such interaction
occurs, or if interaction occurs in both states. An alterna-
tive and not necessarily exclusive contribution to the
explanation is that the conjugated chromophores may
simply be less responsive to changes in nearby RNA
structure.

(ii) Similarly, the break points in tether length after which
fluorescence response is gained imply that a particularly
short tether does not allow the chromophore to interact
with the RNA in the same way as pyrene on a longer
tether. The variation of this break point with nucleotide
position indicates that the RNA–pyrene interaction which
changes the fluorescence intensity likely involves speci-
fic contacts. Higher-resolution information is needed
to assess the structural possibilities in greater detail.

(iii) The direct comparisons of the 5-, 6- and 7-atom tethers
(A5–A7 versus T5–T7; Figures 4 and 5) indicate that
the tether composition and not just length affects
the fluorescence response. For U247 in particular, the
equal-length A5 and T5 tethers provide very different

fluorescence responses (Figure 5). This demonstrates
explicitly that the tether composition itself can contri-
bute substantially to the fluorescence response, although
the other data indicate that tether composition does
not always contribute substantially.

A more comprehensive understanding of the relationships
among derivatization site, tether identity and fluorescence
response is clearly an interesting biophysical objective. In
practice, the utility of pyrene fluorescence (16–21) is not
hampered by our incomplete mechanistic understanding of
the origin of the fluorescence changes, however desirable
such understanding is from the perspective of biophysical
chemistry. Similarly, tryptophan is a useful probe for protein
folding even when the mechanistic explanation for its fluores-
cence change is unknown, which is the case in nearly all
experimental applications of tryptophan fluorescence (5–10)
and for other chromophores as well (41). Our data provide
guidelines for future experiments in which covalently attached
pyrene is used to study RNA tertiary folding.

Practical synthesis of pyrene-labeled RNA

During these experiments, we used two pyrene labeling
strategies: the derivatization-ligation and derivatization-
annealing approaches (Figure 3). The ligation approach
(Figure 3, path 1) is required for incorporating modifications
at P4–P6 nucleotides U107 and A114; in general, this
approach is appropriate when the RNA backbone must be
unbroken in the vicinity of the pyrene substitution. The alter-
native annealing approach (Figure 3, path 2) was used for
the other six pyrene-modified P4–P6 nucleotides, which
were chosen in part because they are amenable to this
streamlined procedure. Others have used similar tactics to
examine structure–function correlations for various ribo-
zymes (42), and recently the annealing of fluorescently labeled
probe oligos to large RNAs has been reported (43,44).
Although the annealing approach is useful for P4–P6, the
covalent integrity of the RNA backbone is probably required
in many cases for meaningful fluorescence folding data to
be obtained. RNA ligation strategies using either protein
enzymes (34–37,45) or deoxyribozymes (46) will be valuable
for such experiments.

The relatively broad applicability of the T8 tether (Figures 4
and 5) has several side benefits in terms of practical RNA
labeling. The requisite organic reagent pyr3-STP is com-
mercially available and also readily synthesized (see
Supplementary Data). The precursor to the RNA portion of
T8, a 20-(2-aminoethoxy) group (Figure 1C), is relatively reac-
tive as a nucleophile. The derivatization of this ‘tethered’
primary amino functional group proceeds rapidly, requiring
only 30 min incubation at 25�C. This is particularly fast in
comparison with a 20-amino group, which reacts much more
slowly (e.g., requiring 24 h incubation at 25�C) and therefore
leads to more side products. The increased reactivity for
the tethered amine relative to 20-amino is presumably a
combination of steric and pKa effects. The 20-amino group
is sterically hindered and substantially less basic (and there-
fore less nucleophilic) than a 20-tethered amine, as revealed by
nondenaturing gel electrophoresis (see Supplementary Data).
At present, the tethered amine nucleosides are not commer-
cially available within RNA oligonucleotides, but we have
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reported efficient synthetic procedures for each of the corre-
sponding nucleoside phosphoramidites (33). Although the T10
derivative had a larger fluorescence response than T8 in
several cases, the corresponding pyr5-STP is not as soluble
as pyr3-STP under the typical incubation conditions for RNA
derivatization, which apparently contributes to lower deriva-
tization yields (see Supplementary Data). We therefore tend to
favor T8 over T10 on a practical basis.

CONCLUSION

By covalently attaching a pyrene moiety onto the P4-P6 RNA
with a variety of tethers and at multiple nucleotide positions,
we have explored the general applicability of pyrene fluores-
cence as a probe to monitor RNA tertiary folding. The results
reveal that the tether length and composition can substanti-
ally affect the fluorescence response observed upon Mg2+-
dependent RNA folding. The longer T8 and T10 tethers
have relatively large fluorescence increases upon RNA folding
and therefore are most useful. In contrast, shorter tethers
sometimes have diminished fluorescence response, and tethers
that have a rigid spacer element between RNA and pyrene
show almost no fluorescence change upon folding. The T8 and
T10 tethers lead to a productive fluorescence response when
placed at many—but not all—of the tested nucleotide posi-
tions dispersed throughout P4–P6. This suggests that pyrene
fluorescence will be useful for studying the tertiary folding
of RNAs other than P4-P6.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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